
Final War is a collectible trading card combat game for 2 
to 4 players set on Gloren, a world ravaged by the forces 
of light and darkness.
Booster Packs can be used to improve your army! There 
are over 300 unique cards to collect in this edition, with 
further expansions to come!

CHOOSE A WARLORD

Each player controls 
a Warlord and a
50-card Player Deck. 
Choose to play the 
mighty Elf, the sly 
Guildmaster or the 
terrifying Werewolf.

THE FATE DECK

The Fate Deck is a 
communal play deck 
accessed by all players.

In this example 
the Elf Warlord
was chosen.
Place the Warlord.

Shuffle and 
place the Fate 
Deck with an 
“Add To Hand” 
card at the top.

Shuffle and place your Player Deck. Draw 8 Player Deck cards.

Place Heroes, Units, Items, Fortifications. Place Health Tokens.

Roll a die for 
Initiative to 
start the game 
(lowest wins).

2-PLAYER “QUICK KILL” GAME SETUP

A Quick Kill 
game uses 12 
Fate Deck cards 
(look for a single 
segment indicator 
on each card).

®



Draw a Player Deck card.

Place Heroes, 
Units, Items, 
Fortifications.

Draw a Fate Deck card (action according 
to the icon on the back of the card). 

Add the card to your 
hand without revealing it.
End of Turn.

Turn this card over for all 
to see. Resolve its action.

Pick one column to 
fight the Monster 
or Bandit.

The Monster or 
Bandit is controlled 
by the other player.

Fight to the death!

Each player picks one 
column to enter combat                                          
against the other player.

WANDERING MONSTERS or BANDITSSKIRMISH or FINAL WAR

Both armies enter the 
fray and fight until only 
one is left standing!

Add Action
Markers.

Roll Initiative (lowest roll wins).
Use “Play Before 
Combat” cards.

Every combatant acts 
once per round.

Alternate actions 
between players, 
where possible.

All First Strike act 
first, then Normal 
Phase, then those 
with Attack Last.

This quick play guide is intended to get you started! It does not cover all rules and scenarios, so be sure to refer to the Rule Book and 
Ability Guide for full explanations. © 2016 and ®/TM Games Lab Pty Ltd

 Roll equal to or less than  
 your Power Rating (PR)  
 to score a hit on an enemy.

 Take into account any  
 PR bonuses from Heroes,
   Items, Powers and Spells.

 Take into account any  
 penalties to hit from  
 enemy cards.

In this example, the Warlord 
Tharas needs to roll a 6 or less 
to score a hit (and he rolls 
two attacks as he has “Attack 
Twice”).

Each hit Tharas scores inflicts 1 
damage (remove 1 Health).

TURN SEQUENCE

COMBAT

COMBAT ORDER MAKING an ATTACK

For Mercenary rules consult Rule Book.


